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 Supply Shocks and Monetary Policy Revisited

 By ROBERT J. GORDON*

 A macroeconomic supply "disturbance" or
 " shock" is any event which creates an auton-
 omous shift in the aggregate supply curve
 relating the economywide price level to the
 level of output or utilization. The autono-
 mous nature of such shifts distinguishes them
 from other movements in the supply curve
 that represent the consequences of a current
 or prior changes in aggregate demand. The
 distinction between supply and demand
 shocks is valid only with reference to their
 origin, whereas the consequences of supply
 shocks for output and inflation depend
 fundamentally on the aggregate demand
 policies that are pursued in their wake.

 This paper is written almost a decade after
 the first attempts in 1974 to develop a theory
 of policy response to supply shocks.' It pro-
 vides a simple algebraic framework that
 facilitates a summary of the central issues
 posed by supply shocks for macroeconomic
 policy. Primary emphasis is placed on the
 case for and against monetary accommoda-
 tion, on the nature and extent of wage index-
 ation, and on the distinction between perma-
 nent and transitory shocks. A tight space
 constraint precludes more than passing men-
 tion of cost-oriented fiscal policy, oil tariffs,
 buffer stocks and other policies that mainly
 influence the magnitude of the shocks them-
 selves rather than their consequences for
 macroeconomic performance. Given the dif-
 ficult tradeoffs faced by monetary policy-

 makers considering the merits of accom-
 modation, these supply-side alternatives may
 actually represent the best available policy
 options. The first line of defense against a
 real disturbance is a real policy.

 I. A Simplified Hybrid Model

 The original case for the monetary accom-
 modation of an adverse supply shock, as
 developed by my 1975a paper and by
 Edmund Phelps, rests on a "macroeconomic
 externality," that is, a spillover from the
 unavoidable loss of output in the shocked
 sector of the economy to a loss of output in
 the unshocked sector that may be avoidable
 by monetary accommodation. The case for
 accommodation is strongest in a model with
 rigid or sluggishly adjusting nominal wages
 in the unshocked sector, is weaker in the
 presence of partial wage indexation, and is
 nonexistent in the presence of complete wage
 indexation or instantaneous market clearing
 achieved by perfectly flexible wages. Here I
 set out a hybrid model, sharing Phelps' one-
 sector production technology with my exoge-
 nous nominal GNP assumption, that allows
 the analysis of macroeconomic externalities
 and monetary accommodation to be pre-
 sented in a more transparent fashion than in
 the two original papers.

 Consider an economy that produces out-
 put (Q) using only labor (N) and a raw
 material (a):

 (1) Q= F(N,a), F >0,Fa >0.

 The supply of labor in the economy is fixed
 at N*, and so "natural" (or "full employ-
 ment" or "potential") output is

 (2) Q*-=F(N*, a).

 Note that no capital is used in production.
 Capital appears in Phelps' model, but its
 only role there is to introduce a set of com-

 *Northwestern University and National Bureau of
 Economic Research. Department of Economics, North-
 western University, Evanston, IL 60201. This research
 has been supported by the National Science Founda-
 tion. I am grateful to Robert Flood for helpful discus-
 sion, and to Glenn Hubbard and Allan Meltzer for
 comments on a first draft.

 'Edmund S. Phelps (1978, p. 206) lists the 1974
 conferences at which he and I independently developed
 what Edward Gramlich later called the "Gordon-Phelps
 model." I discovered after writing this paper that
 Stanley Fischer (1983) developed an analysis that is
 compatible with my Section I but is both more complex
 and more general.
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 plex and ambiguous impacts of supply shocks
 on the real rate of interest and on velocity.
 Here these second-order effects are neglected
 through the assumption that nominal GNP
 (Y) is exogenous. The economy's demand
 price (Pd) is then simply nominal GNP
 divided by actual real GNP:

 (3) Pd=yQ =Y[F(N,)Il
 Assuming that the product market always
 clears and labor is paid its marginal product,
 the economy's supply price (PS) is equal to
 the nominal wage rate divided by the mar-
 ginal product of labor:

 (4) PS=W[FN(N,)J
 The conditions for a macroeconomic ex-

 ternality can now be examined by subjecting
 this economy to a single comparative static
 experiment, a change in the raw material
 input a, caused by some unexplained event.
 A macroeconomic externality is defined as
 occurring when, starting in equilibrium with
 Q = Q*, the percentage change in Q needed
 to keep pd = ps is not equal to the change in
 Q*. Here I shall use the "dot" notation for
 percentage changes (Q = dQ/Q), and so the
 difference between the rate of actual and
 natural output change is, from (3):

 (5) Q _ Q* = y_ pd - O*

 The condition necessary for this to be zero
 can be worked out by setting pd= pS, and
 by noting that if the change in actual GNP is
 equal to that in natural real GNP, then both
 output change terms can be evaluated by
 assuming that labor input remains at N*,
 that is, that N = 0. We have from (2) and (4):

 (6) *= y- PS - Q*

 = Y- W + (FN I/FN) da

 - (F,/F) do.

 Thus the condition for real GNP to remain
 at equilibrium can be written

 (7) Y-hW=-(FNl/FN-EF>F)do.

 That is, that the difference between the per-
 centage change in nominal GNP and that in
 the nominal wage rate remain equal to the
 right-hand side of (7).

 And what is this unfamiliar-looking term?
 We can write the income share of the raw
 material (a) as unity minus the share of
 labor: a =1 - FNN/F, so that & = -(EN + N
 - F). Because at Q* there is no change in
 labor input (N = 0), the change in the raw
 material share is just

 (8) a=-(N N-F )

 =-(FNa FN- FJF) du.

 Thus substituting (8) into (7), we have the
 condition:

 (9) YW a

 While it is completely consistent with the
 analysis in the original Gordon and Phelps
 papers, the appeal of (9) is that it is both
 simpler and more general. There is no need
 to assume that nominal GNP or the nominal
 wage rate is fixed. Condition (9) applies to
 either a market-clearing or non-clearing
 economy. In a market-clearing economy the
 perfectly flexible wage can adjust downward
 by any amount needed to open up the
 required "wedge" between dY/ Y and dW/ W
 when the raw material share increases, and
 there is no necessity for monetary accom-
 modation. However, a rigid or sticky nomi-
 nal wage rate and an increase in the raw
 material share together imply that full
 employment can be maintained only if
 policymakers generate a sufficient increase in
 nominal GNP. And the relevance of an in-
 creasing share is clear, given the actual tri-
 pling of energy's value share between 1972
 and 1981.2

 II. Accommodation and Indexation

 The theory of monetary policy responses
 to supply shocks is clear-cut in unrealistic

 2The share index is calculated by multiplying total
 real energy consumption by the composite energy defla-
 tor (both from the Statistical Abstract of the United
 States, 1982-83, pp. 572-73), dividing by nominal GNP,
 and setting 1972 as the base of the index.
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 extreme cases and ambiguous in more realis-
 tic intermediate cases. Here I ignore effects
 of supply shocks on the velocity of money,
 allowing us to link central bank control of
 the money supply with control over the
 growth rate of nominal GNP (Ye). Effects of
 indexation are examined in a mechanical ad-
 justment equation which allows changes in
 wage rates to depend only on current and
 past price changes, on past wage changes,
 and on the output ratio (Qt/Q*):

 (10) W=/3Pt+YIt-

 ( -: -Y)J'i'> + fQ/*

 This equation is not intended to represent
 the outcome of maximizing behavior, but
 rather to allow examination of a taxonomy
 of consequences of an accommodating mon-
 etary policy that maintains full employment,

 that is, Qt = Q*. In each of the following
 cases, I normalize on an assumed situation in

 the period prior to the shock in which WO =
 o=Q* = 0, and assume that the supply
 shock has a permanent impact on the level of
 the raw material share only in period one

 (ao < a, = a2 = ... = an). Thus the only
 nonzero value of At is &I > 0. Note also that
 for full employment to be maintained, Pt = Yj
 - Q*. Substituting (10) into (9) gives

 (1) fl= a -At* + -Y(Ytl-Q*l

 +(1-Y- P) WI-,

 + O(Qtl/Qt*)]/1 - /.

 When wage changes depend only on their
 own past values and on the output ratio
 (/B - y = 0), full monetary accommodation is
 clearly optimal. During period one W1 = 0,
 so that an accommodative policy would set
 Y1 to equal &1. The opposite extreme occurs
 with complete indexation of wage changes to
 current changes in the price level, B = 1 while
 y = 0. Now the right-hand side of (11) be-
 comes infinite, implying that there is no
 change in nominal GNP that will maintain

 full employment. Full indexation in the pres-
 ence of supply shocks is clearly suboptimal,
 as pointed out by Joanna Gray (1976) and
 by Stanley Fischer (1977).

 Another possible case is that wage changes
 are indexed fully to lagged price change (/B
 = 0 while y = 1). In this case (11) reduces to
 the following, when we note that from (2)
 that Q*=Ft:

 Yt = kt- I + at - -t-,1

 In the example of a one-period supply shock,
 in the first period, WI1 = 0, and this requires
 the same accommodative policy as if -y = 0,
 that is, Y1 = &a. In the second period, how-
 ever, lagged indexation prevents nominal
 wage and GNP growth from returning to
 zero. Instead, from (8),

 k2 = W2 = - F1 = -IF1 = FN1

 In all future periods,

 Yt = Wt = Pt_ -FN,-

 That is, maintenance of full employment re-
 quires a permanent acceleration of inflation
 and in the growth of nominal wages and
 GNP following any supply shock that perma-
 nently shifts the raw material share. In this
 plausible case of lagged indexation, supply
 shocks pose a tradeoff between a permanent
 acceleration of inflation and a temporary loss
 of output. The severity and duration of the
 output loss depend on the Phillips curve
 parameter 0 or, more generally, on the econ-
 omy's "sacrifice ratio" (my article with
 Stephen King, 1982). For the U.S. case I
 showed (1982, p. 134) that an accommoda-
 tive policy that cumulatively raised the money
 supply by 9 percent in 1975-80 compared to
 an alternative hypothetical constant-growth
 money path would have resulted in 1.9 per-
 centage points more inflation in 1980 with
 the benefit of 3.2 fewer point-years of unem-
 ployment during 1975-80 (an output gain of
 8 percent of a year's GNP).

 In the realistic case of a permanent shock
 and partial and/or lagged wage indexation,
 the optimal degree of accommodation de-
 pends on a finely balanced comparison of
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 the welfare costs of inflation and unemploy-
 ment. The optimal outcome is different in a
 society like the United States in 1973-75,
 where inflation had high costs due to non-
 neutral tax rules and binding financial rate
 ceilings, than in a society like Israel or Brazil,
 in which real interest rates and tax rates were
 much more neutral with respect to inflation.
 In a sense there is a cumulative interaction,
 as I suggested earlier (1975b), between
 monetary accommodation, behavior regard-
 ing contract lengths and the Phillips curve

 parameter (o above), and institutional rules
 regarding tax rates and financial regulations.
 Inflation begets a neutralized institutional
 environment, which begets accommodation
 and more inflation.

 III. The Persistence of Shocks and
 the Formation of Expectations

 In the above example an adverse supply
 shock causes a permanent reduction in the
 economy's productive capacity. Another pos-
 sibility is that the shock is temporary, as in
 the case of an agricultural drought or freeze.
 In this case the tradeoff with partial or lagged
 indexation is between a temporary output
 loss and a temporary rather than permanent
 acceleration of inflation. Even a temporary
 upsurge in the inflation rate is not without
 welfare costs, since it causes a permanent
 increase in the price level at every date in the
 future and a corresponding loss in the wealth
 of holders of high-powered money (effects on
 interest-bearing assets and liabilities cancel
 out).

 Thus far nothing has been said about in-
 flation expectations. If the indexation param-
 eters ,B and y are set by legislation, then wage
 changes would evolve mechanically in the
 aftermath of a supply shock, as described
 above. If /3 and y are relatively low at the
 time of the shock, for example, if wage
 changes are determined mainly by their own
 past values, then the decline in the real wage
 rate associated with the shock may create
 political pressure to have indexation legisla-
 tion changed. Indeed the percentage "pass
 through" of price changes in the Italian scala
 mobile indexation agreement was raised in
 1975 after the first oil shock. However, in

 most countries indexation parameters are not
 set in legislative stone, but are subject to
 frequent negotiation between workers and
 firms. Multiperiod wage agreements achieved
 in delicate negotiations would not tend to be
 altered in response to a temporary shock that
 is expected to leave output and the real wage
 unaffected after a transition period of a few
 months or a year.

 But a shock expected to have a permanent
 effect on output and the real wage poses a
 serious dilemma for the parties in wage
 negotiations, and may well lead to a change
 in any or all of the parameters of (11). As
 depicted in the model of John Taylor (1980),
 newly negotiated contracts depend not just
 on the current state of demand, as in (11),
 but also on the expected future state of de-
 mand. Taylor's agents are "forward looking,"
 not " backward looking" as in mechanical
 formulae like (11). Workers with forward-
 looking expectations can calculate the future
 consequences of maintaining high 13 and y
 indexation parameters in the face of a per-
 manent supply shock-permanently higher
 inflation if the policy authorities accommo-
 date, and a period of low aggregate demand
 (Q/Q*) if they do not accommodate. Faced
 with this unpleasant tradeoff, rational work-
 ers would suspend indexation and allow the
 real wage to fall by the required amount.
 Hence the rational expectations response to
 a permanent shock merges together with the
 market-clearing outcome described above.

 The painless transition implied by quickly
 adjusting forward-looking expectations to a
 permanent shock has not been observed in
 fact. As Jeffrey Sachs (1979) has emphasized,
 unemployment increased in virtually all
 OECD countries after the 1973-74 oil shock,
 reflecting a combination of nonaccommoda-
 tive aggregate demand policies, and an ex-
 cess of real wage growth over productivity
 growth. One possible explanation for this
 outcome is that economic agents initially
 thought the oil shock would be temporary
 and were slow to learn that it was perma-
 nent. Karl Brunner, Alex Cukierman, and
 Allan Meltzer (1980) show that, even within
 the context of a market-clearing model, a
 permanent reduction in productivity can
 cause stagflation, because agents only gradu-
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 ally learn the permanent values of real vari-
 ables and only gradually adjust their antic-
 ipations. Consistent with their analysis is my
 1983b finding that real wage growth in most
 large European countries was much more
 moderate after the 1979-80 oil shock than
 after the initial 1973-74 shock. Having seen
 the effects of the first shock persist, agents
 were more prepared to believe that the sec-
 ond would persist as well.

 IV. Impact on Doctrinal Debates

 Supply shocks have helped to unify the
 teaching of macroeconomic theory with that
 of microeconomics, since basic results in both
 subjects can be summarized with supply and
 demand curves. Undergraduates are now
 taught that unemployment and inflation may
 be either negatively or positively correlated.
 Following an autonomous shift in demand,
 the extent and duration of any change in
 unemployment depends on the length of wage
 contracts and the adjustment of expec-
 tations, while following an autonomous shift
 in supply, the extent and duration of any
 change in unemployment depends on the
 interaction of wage indexation and monetary
 accommodation. The recognition that infla-
 tion depends on shifts in both demand and
 supply, not just on past changes in the mon-
 ey supply, has facilitated econometric ex-
 planations of the inflation process that ap-
 pear able to explain why in the 1970's U.S.
 inflation was so variable and why in 1981-83
 it decelerated so rapidly.3

 The positive correlation of inflation and
 unemployment in the 1970's brought forth
 many responses. In a famous polemic (1978),
 Robert Lucas and Thomas Sargent used this
 positive correlation to challenge the appli-
 cation of "Keynesian" models to macroeco-
 nomic policymaking. Their stated intent was
 "to establish that the difficulties are fatal:
 that modern macroeconomic models are of

 no value in guiding policy and that this con-
 dition will not be remedied by modifications
 along any line which is currently being
 pursued" (p. 50). Especially with respect to
 the issue at hand, this dismissal is inap-
 propriate. Observations in the inflation-
 unemployment quadrant can represent the
 interaction of demand and supply curves.
 The Lucas-Sargent challenge failed to notice
 the concurrent development of new "Phillips
 curve" formulations which combined the
 effects of supply and demand shifts with that
 of sluggish price adjustment, the basic ele-
 ment in Keynesian economics. As put forth
 in my article with King, the U.S. Phillips
 curve appears to be one of the most stable
 empirical macroeconomic relationships of the
 postwar era, one that shows no sign as of yet
 of being subject to Lucas' econometric cri-
 tique.4 In basing their attack on Keynesian
 economics on the alleged collapse of the
 Phillips curve, Lucas and Sargent seem in
 retrospect like teenage pranksters who scare
 everyone by crying "wolf" and then flee the
 scene when it is discovered that there is no
 wolf.

 Finally, supply shocks have raised the pe-
 rennial question of the optimality of de-
 centralized and uncoordinated wage and
 price setting. Decentralization (" the invisible
 hand") is usually supported by economists as
 required for microeconomic efficiency, yet
 coordination and centralization may be
 needed to obtain an improved macroeco-
 nomic response to supply shocks. In the past
 decade economists have debated the merits
 of alternative responses that would have re-
 quired coordinated action, including a one-
 time real wage reduction to match the de-
 cline in productivity caused by the 1973-74
 and 1979-80 oil shocks, changing indexation
 formulae to exclude oil prices and indirect
 taxes from the price measure used for escala-
 tion, and oil import taxes balanced by reduc-
 tions in other indirect taxes to put downward
 pressure on the world oil price and to dis-
 courage consumption. 3Models that combine demand and supply elements

 include those of Otto Eckstein (1980), my 1982 article,
 and my article with King. Readable descriptions of the
 role of supply shocks in the inflation of the 1970's are
 provided by Alan Blinder (1979, 1982). An evaluation of
 the 1981-83 disinflation is provided by the three papers
 in the volume edited by William Nordhaus (1983).

 'The stability of the inflation equation to changes in
 sample period is examined by myself and King (p. 218)
 and related to the Lucas critique (pp. 224-29). Structur-
 al shifts in the twentieth century prior to 1954 are
 discussed in my 1983a article and by Meltzer (1977).
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